TIP
SHEET

A series of health and safety tips to prevent work-related injuries in the trucking industry

TIPS TO LIVE BY

Spotting Hazards

Before backing up:
□□ Provide spotters with high-visibility
clothing, especially during night
operations.
□□ If possible, equip vehicles with
rearview cameras or other back up
safety detection systems.
□□ Identify and remove all hazards
from backup zone if possible.
□□ Spotters should stand eight to
ten feet on the driver’s side of
the truck and never between
the vehicle and another fixed
structure.
□□ Make sure that spotters
and drivers pre-plan vehicle
movements and agree on hand
signals before backing up.
□□ If workers on a site communicate
primarily by radio, the spotter
should also have one.

Spotters and drivers should agree on hand signals such as these before backing up.
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Using spotters can effectively protect pedestrians and property obstructed
from view behind a truck that is backing up. But working closely to moving
trucks puts spotters at high risk of getting struck and run over. Simple
mistakes like a wrong hand signal or brief loss of visual contact can
quickly end in serious injury or death. That’s why proper safety training
for spotters and drivers makes all the difference. Follow these tips to help
keep spotters safe on the job.

While backing up:
□□ Instruct spotters to always
maintain visual contact with
the driver while the vehicle is
backing.
□□ Spotters should not walk
backwards while giving hand
signals.
□□ Instruct drivers to stop backing
immediately if they lose sight of
the spotter.
□□ Do not give spotters additional
duties while they are spotting.
□□ Instruct spotters and drivers not
to use personal cell phones,
headphones, or other devices
that could distract them.
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